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The following data was collected during four random days in the summer of 2014 and provides documentation 
of the numbers of vehicles entering the park, how many people were in these vehicles, and notes on the 
presence of pets, visitors with apparent disabilities, the type of activities that visitors participated in, etc. 

Purpose
The survey is intended to be used as a tool for evaluating changes in visitor use at the park as a result of 
wheelchair access upgrades and improvements funded by grants from Title II, Oregon Community Foundation, 
and community donors. This information will serve as a baseline to help measure changes in the number and 
types of visitors who use the park after improvements have been made. 

Method
Data was collected through visual observation from a station in the parking lot and was done without contacting 
visitors. All information was recorded in 15 minute increments to provide a better resolution on visitor use 
patterns. 

Some visitors arrived by foot or bicycle but it was difficult to track these as they arrived, especially in mid day 
when visitor activity was at it highest. This is because vehicles that arrived and parked at the west end of the 
parking lot drew attention in that direction while walking and bicycling visitors arrived from the east where they 
entered the park and mingled with other visitors.  
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Visitors with physical limitations were noted when observed. Limitations were evident by their use of canes, 
walkers, or wheelchairs. Less obvious physical limitations sometimes became evident when visitors attempted 
to climb the fifteen inch high curb between the parking lot and the park. Some of these limitations were due to 
age related weakness or weight excess. Some exhibited limping, which may indicate other physical problems 
due to injury or other ailment such as arthritis. 

Vehicles with out-of-state license plates were noted when possible. Based on what was observed, about 90% of 
the vehicles arriving at the park had Oregon plates. California and Washington were the most common out-of-
state plates. Other plates noted were from Arizona Nevada, Colorado, and Utah. 

Temperatures were not taken on-site during the survey and the data shown was obtained from the All Weather 
Observation Station (AWOS) at Illinois Valley Airport, located about four miles south of the park and at 
approximately the same elevation. Temperatures were included in this report as an after-thought and it may be 
useful in future surveys to have a thermometer on hand so temperatures readings can be taken.    

Comments
The first day of the survey was a learning experience and helped to identify what improvements needed to be 
done in subsequent surveys. Notes were not as detailed on the first day.

Visitation was generally minor in the morning with most visitors coming to walk their dogs. As temperatures 
increase, more cars arrived with people who were going to the river to swim. 

Work began on installing the park host site and visitors asked questions about what was being done. When they 
heard that there would be volunteers living at the park, the response was positive and supportive.   

Considering the lack of park staff or park host during this survey, dog owner compliance with posted leash rules 
was surprisingly high at 80-85%. 

Images showing typical visitor activity in park during the survey. 
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July 5, 2014, Saturday
Survey period: 9:00AM - 7:00PM

A total of 338 adults and children visited the park during this ten hour survey. Most activity at the park included 
families arriving by vehicle and doing activities like walking dogs, swimming and picnicking. 

A large group occupied the pavilion and adjacent shaded areas for most of the afternoon. This was a family 
reunion of a family that had been in the valley for more than a century with some members coming from as far 
away as San Diego to the south and Seattle to the north. There were about 40-50 in the group.

There were three other family groups of relatively large size (10-20) that arrived in 2-4 separate cars and 
socialized together. Two of these groups had Spanish speaking members and included grand parents, several 
children, and the parents of the children. All of these groups spent an extended period at the park having a 
picnic, swimming, walking trails, and watching children play. 

Another group of about 10-12 individuals had a memorial picnic for a friend who had recently been killed in a 
vehicle accident. The group was made up of individuals who were frequent visitors to the park, sometimes on a 
daily basis, and included the individual who had died.  

I talked to two international visitors. One was a Japanese couple who spoke very little English and the other was 
a woman from Australia who had a temporary job in San Francisco and was out exploring the region. 

There were several cars with California and Washington state license plates and one car from Rhode Island.

Most visitors arrived by car or pickup truck, five came by motorcycle, one in a mid sized RV, and seven people 
came to the park on bicycles. 

Seventeen of the cars that were counted drove into the parking lot, turned around and departed. 

There were several visitors with physical disabilities who visited the park. This included one person in a 
wheelchair, two people with walkers, and one with a cane. All needed assistance getting up the high curb in the 
parking lot. Several elderly people needed help getting up the curb. Many of these were coming to the family 
reunion. Also observed several occasions where visitors with excess weight needed assistance getting up the 
curb.  

At peak visitation in the afternoon, there were about 20-25 vehicles parked in the parking lot. At one point the 
number climbed to 37 vehicles and this number was sustained for about an hour. 

There were a total of 37 dogs brought to the park by visitors. Twenty six were on a leash and eleven were not. 
Six of the non leashed dogs were associated with one social group and were all miniature breeds

Visitor comments:

One person commented that the pavilion was too hot to sit under during the middle of the day when the roof 
was exposed to the full sun. They noted that it “burned” their hand when put on the upper part of the metal 
support beams. The family group who was planning to use this structure for their reunion moved their chairs to 
a shady spot under the nearby trees rather than used the pavilion. 

Another visitor commented that the park needed BBQ pits. 

Average number of visitors per vehicle: 2.5

Percent compliance with leash rule: 70%
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Time Temp Adults Children Pets # Vehicles Notes
9:00-915 64
9:15-9:30 6 2
9:30-9:45 2 1
9:45-10:00
10:00-10:15 70 2 1 1
10:15-10:30 11 5 1
10:30-10:45 1 1 1
10:45-11:00 1 1
11:00-11:15 75 3 2
11:15-11:30 3 1 2
11:30-11:45 7 2 3
11:45-12:00 1 1 1
12:00-12:15 80 4 1 4
12:15-12:30 16 5 5
12:30-12:45 10 1 5
12:45-1:00 1 1
1:00-1:15 85 3 3 2 bicycle
1:15-1:30 6 2 3
1:30-1:45 8 2 2 5
1:45-2:00 12 4 3 7
2:00-2:15 89 5 1 2 3 1 bicycle
2:15-2:30 23 3 9
2:30-2:45 8 5 1 4
2:45-3:00 8 2 4
3:00:-3:15 92 13 1 6 2 bicycle
3:15-3:30 13 3 1 6
3:30-3:45 16 7 8
3:45-4:00 3 1 2
4:00-4:15 91 14 1 1 9
4:15-4:30 8 4 5 1 bicycle
4:30-4:45 12 14 6
4:45-5:00 8 2 3
5:00-5:15 89 12 4 4 7
5:15-5:30 8 2 3 3
5:30-5:45 7 4 4
5:45-6:00 5 2 3
6:00-6:15 84 11 1 4
6:15-6:30
6:30-6:45
6:45-7:00 82 2 3 1

Adults Children Pets # Vehicles
TOTAL 273 65 37 133

At the time the survey was started, there were two cars in the parking lot with owners walking dogs. These 
vehicles and visitors were not included in the survey below.  

July 5, 2014  Saturday
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July 10, 2014, Thursday
Survey period: 9:00AM - 7:00PM

A total of 203 adults and children visited the park during this ten hour survey. The most popular activity was 
swimming but many people also came to walk their dogs and picnic.  

A a small number of people (4) used the pavilion for picnicking. 

I talked to one couple from London. No other international visitors were noted 

There were several cars with California and Washington state license plates and one car from Nevada.

Most visitors arrived by car or pickup truck, three on bicycles, one person walked to the park, and one 
youngster about 12 years old came  from Cave Junction on a push scooter. No one arrived by motorcycle. One 
pickup had a camper.

Eight of the cars that were counted drove into the parking lot, turned around and departed. 

There were five visitors who had difficulty getting up the parking lot curb. Three were pulled up by hand. Two 
walked to the west end of the sidewalk and made their way up the sloped dirt to the sidewalk.  

There were a total of 20 dogs brought to the park by visitors. Sixteen were on a leash and four were not. 

One visitor was picking up trash as walking her dog. 

Visitor comments:

Several positive comments were made during the day about the appearance of the park and how well it was 
being kept up. 

Several visitors asked about the construction. All comments were positive regarding the plans to have a park 
host at the park.  

Average number of visitors per vehicle: 2.2

Percent compliance with leash rule: 80%
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Time Temp Adults Children Pets # Vehicles Parking lot Notes
9:00-915 73 3 Crew of five working on host site not counted
9:15-9:30 1 1 1 2
9:30-9:45 2
9:45-10:00
10:00-10:15 78 4 2 2 unable to climb curb, walked to ramp
10:15-10:30 2 1 1
10:30-10:45 2
10:45-11:00 1
11:00-11:15 81 1 1 1 Calif plates, ;hotographed birds
11:15-11:30 2
11:30-11:45 1
11:45-12:00 3 1 Walked to park from Cave Junction
12:00-12:15 86 7 4 4 0
12:15-12:30 5 3 3 One couple from London
12:30-12:45 7 11 4 4
12:45-1:00 7 2 vehicles drive through, no stop
1:00-1:15 90 3 1 3 7
1:15-1:30 9 2 4 6 8
1:30-1:45 8 7 4 9 3 needed help getting up curb
1:45-2:00 10 6 3 6 13 BLM weed crew walks trails
2:00-2:15 94 16 3 1 9 17 1 bicycle
2:15-2:30 5 1 5 23 1 bicycle, 1 push scooter
2:30-2:45 4 1 2 23
2:45-3:00 7 2 3 21 2 vehicle drive through, no stop
3:00:-3:15 94 7 1 3 14
3:15-3:30 16
3:30-3:45 6 1 5 13 1 bicycle, 2 vehicles drive through, no stop
3:45-4:00 2 1 2 14
4:00-4:15 93 7 3 2 4 14 1 vehicle drive through, no stop
4:15-4:30 1 1 15
4:30-4:45 6 1 4 15
4:45-5:00 3 2 13
5:00-5:15 91 5 1 1 4 15 1 vehicle drive through, no stop
5:15-5:30 3 2 11
5:30-5:45 3 2 11
5:45-6:00 2 3 2 12
6:00-6:15 96 ? 7 5 4 9
6:15-6:30 1 1 12
6:30-6:45 9 3 8
6:45-7:00 94 ? 3 1 10 At 7:00 there were 5 vehicles in parking lot

Adults Children Pets # Vehicles
TOTAL 157 46 20 94

A new category titled “parking lot” was added to the remaining surveys to track the number of vehicles in the 
parking lot at the beginning of each 15 minute time block. This is intended to provide a way to make a rough 
estimate of the number of park users in the park and perhaps an estimate of how long park users stay at the 
park. The  column labeled “# Vehicles” indicates how many cars entered during each 15 minute time block. 

July 10, 2014 - Thursday
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July 13 2014, Sunday
Survey period: 9:00AM - 7:00PM

A total of 322 adults and children visited the park during this ten hour survey. Most activity at the park 
included families arriving by vehicle and doing activities like walking dogs, swimming and picnicking. 

Two park staff were present (Clint & Haley) and spent the morning moving dirt by wheelbarrow to fill in ruts 
from vehicles spinning “donuts” on the lawns last winter. They also fashioned a “ramp” at the west end of the 
sidewalk by creating a graded path that they covered by gravel. 

The new make-shift ramp will be referred to as the “west ramp” in the remaining reports.  

A group of homeless were brought to the park by two different vehicles that made separate trips to pickup and 
bring different individuals. They sat in a group and talked. A woman brought a case of Gatorade and departed. 
There were some who drank beer and others who drank Gatorade and bottled water. They BBQed a meal at 
noon and departed around 5:00PM. They were generally quiet with music from National Public Radio played 
at a low volume for most of their visit. One told me that the “homeless” had been asked to leave the Cave 
Junction city park where many of them camp in an adjacent property. They cleaned up the area before leaving.    

There were several cars with California and Washington state license plates. One car had Colorado plates and 
another had Nevada plates. No international visitors were noted. 

Most visitors arrived by car or pickup truck, one by motorcycle, three on bicycles, and six walked. Most of the  
individuals on foot appeared to be high school age.  

Ten of the cars that were counted drove into the parking lot, turned around and departed. 

There were five visitors who exhibited physical limitations.  

There were a total of 47 dogs brought to the park by visitors. Forty one were on a leash and six were not. 

Visitor comments:

Comments were mostly complimentary of the parks appearance. 

Average number of visitors per vehicle: 2.5

Percent compliance with leash rule: 87%
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Time Temp Adults Children Pets # Vehicles Parking lot Notes
9:00-915 73 4 4 3 1
9:15-9:30 1 1 4
9:30-9:45 2 1 4
9:45-10:00 1 1 1 4
10:00-10:15 77 3 2 5
10:15-10:30 3 2 6 1 elderly need assistance getting up curb
10:30-10:45 4 1 3 7 1 walked to park
10:45-11:00 5
11:00-11:15 82 6 1 3 5
11:15-11:30 8 3 1 4 5 1 cane
11:30-11:45 10 2 4 9
11:45-12:00 1 1 8
12:00-12:15 85 4 5 2 9 5 small breed dogs put inside portable fence
12:15-12:30 4 2 2 11
12:30-12:45 19 1 5 9 9 2  drive through - no stop 
12:45-1:00 11 4 2 7 12 2  drive through - no stop 
1:00-1:15 89 3 1 2 1 16 1 bicycle
1:15-1:30 2 1 1 14 1 bicycle
1:30-1:45 8 1 4 14 1 drive through - no stop 
1:45-2:00 3 2 2 13 1 drive through - no stop
2:00-2:15 91 7 2 3 13
2:15-2:30 9 7 1 5 16
2:30-2:45 18 2 7 17
2:45-3:00 5 3 3 18 2 unable to get up curb - used “west ramp”
3:00:-3:15 90 7 1 5 15 4 walked to park, 1 bicycle
3:15-3:30 7 3 1 3 13
3:30-3:45 4 2 4 15 1 motorcycle, 1 walked to park
3:45-4:00 11 3 1 6 17 2 drive through - no stop
4:00-4:15 89 13 5 1 6 16 1 drive through - no stop
4:15-4:30 10 3 1 4 missed count
4:30-4:45 10 4 1 4 14
4:45-5:00 6 1 3 17
5:00-5:15 87 14 10 1 5 15
5:15-5:30 5 4 4 16
5:30-5:45 4 1 2 19
5:45-6:00 13 1 3 7 15
6:00-6:15 90 2 1 16
6:15-6:30 2 1 2 14 1 drive through - no stop
6:30-6:45 3 2 2 13 1 using walker
6:45-7:00 88 1 1 1 7 6 cars in lot at 7:00

Adults Children Pets # Vehicles Parking lot
TOTAL 247 59 47 129

A new category titled “parking lot” was added to the remaining surveys to track the number of vehicles in the 
parking lot at the beginning of each 15 minute time block. This is intended to provide a way to make a rough 
estimate of the number of park users in the park and perhaps an estimate of how long park users stay at the 
park. The park vehicle was in the parking lot most of the morning but was not counted. 

July 13, 2014 - Sunday
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August 1, 2014, Friday
Survey period: 9:00AM - 7:00PM

A total of 177 adults and children visited the park during this ten hour survey. The largest number of people 
came to the park to swim or picnic or both. A small group of four “homeless” individuals arrived by car late 
in the day and sat at one of the park tables socializing. One of the group with a cane was unable to get up the 
parking lot curb due to a disability and sat on the curb alone for the duration of the groups visit. 

Construction work on the park host site continued throughout the day including several deliveries of gravel in a 
double trailer. They did not create a barrier to visitor entry. 

A Bureau of Land Management (BLM) ranger was parked at the entrance road for an extended amount of time 
and followed one visitor into the parking area and stopped the individual to check papers. The individuals was 
verbally outspoken and there was visible alarm among visitors in the park, some of which were out of state. 
There were no further incidents throughout the day.   

There were several State Park vehicles that entered the park to include one used by the park manager and 
supervisor ranger, a State Park engineer, and the vehicle used by the local park ranger. 

The BLM vehicle, State Park vehicles, and vehicles used by construction crews were not included in the 
vehicle count.  

One family of European travelers (parents with two children) came to the park. They spent about an hour 
swimming.  

There were more cars than usual with out of state license plates. Most were from Washington and California 
with two from Nevada, one from Idaho, and one from Arizona. 

Most visitors arrived by car with 3 coming by motorcycle and 3 by bicycle. No visitors were observed walking 
into the park. 

A large RV with Nevada plates came into the park with writing on the windows indicating this was a youth 
shooting club on its way to a competition. The individuals inside did not depart immediately so there was no 
opportunity to count the total number inside. Some of the individuals were later seen with swimming trunks 
and towels.  

There were 10 visitors who drove into the park, turned around departed. These “no stop cars” are included in 
the total visitor count along with an estimate of the number of people observed. 

There were 3 visitors observed who had difficulty getting up the parking lot curb. All were elderly visitors and 
were assisted by others. None used the west ramp. One visitor had a cane who sat on the curb in the shade and 
did not attempt to walk into the park.

There were a total of 15 dogs brought to the park by visitors. 11 were on a leash and 4 were not. 

Visitor comments:

Comments were positive regarding the appearance of the park. All comments about the installation of the park 
host site were positive. 

Average number of visitors per vehicle:  2.1

Percent compliance with leash rule: 73%
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Time Temp Adults Children Pets # Vehicles Parking lot Notes
9:00-915 69 3 Three visitors walking dogs
9:15-9:30 2
9:30-9:45 3 2 2 No cars in parking lot
9:45-10:00 No cars in parking lot
10:00-10:15 75 No cars in parking lot
10:15-10:30 No cars in parking lot
10:30-10:45 No cars in parking lot
10:45-11:00 6 2 3 4
11:00-11:15 81 4
11:15-11:30 2
11:30-11:45 1 2 2 2
11:45-12:00 3
12:00-12:15 85 11 6 1 7 3 1 motorcycle, 1 bicycle
12:15-12:30 7 4 1 4 8
12:30-12:45 10 7 4 10 5 picnic under pavilion
12:45-1:00 6 4 3 10 Large RV from NV arrives
1:00-1:15 89 2 3 2 12
1:15-1:30 13
1:30-1:45 2 1 2 11 BLM officer pulls over visitor vehicle
1:45-2:00 3 4 2 11 1 bicycle
2:00-2:15 94 4 4 3 10
2:15-2:30 3 2 8
2:30-2:45 1 1 8
2:45-3:00 6 1 1 3 8
3:00:-3:15 97 5 4 3 9
3:15-3:30 8
3:30-3:45 1 1 7
3:45-4:00 8 3 3 4 8
4:00-4:15 97 6 2 4 11 1 bicycle
4:15-4:30 4 2 11
4:30-4:45 6 2 2 3 10
4:45-5:00 3 2 2 9
5:00-5:15 96 5 3 3 8
5:15-5:30 5 2 10 1 motorcycle
5:30-5:45 5 1 1 4 8
5:45-6:00 2 1 8
6:00-6:15 94 7
6:15-6:30 4
6:30-6:45 3 3 4 1 motorcycle
6:45-7:00 93 4 1 1 5 5 vehicles when departed at 7:00

Adults Children Pets # Vehicles Parking lot
TOTAL 122 55 15 85

A new category titled “parking lot” was added to the remaining surveys to track the number of vehicles in the 
parking lot at the beginning of each 15 minute time block. This is intended to provide a way to make a rough 
estimate of the number of park users in the park and perhaps an estimate of how long park users stay at the 
park. One car was in lot when arrived. Park vehicle not counted. 

August 1, 2014 - Friday


